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Scheme-Based Synthesis of Inductive Theories
Omar Montano-Rivas, Roy McCasland, Lucas Dixon, and Alan Bundy
School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh
{O.Montano-Rivas,rmccasla,ldixon,bundy}@inf.ed.ac.uk
Abstract. We describe an approach to automatically invent/explore
new mathematical theories, with the goal of producing results com-
parable to those produced by humans, as represented, for example, in
the libraries of the Isabelle proof assistant. Our approach is based on
‘schemes’, which are terms in higher-order logic. We show that it is pos-
sible to automate the instantiation process of schemes to generate con-
jectures and deﬁnitions. We also show how the new deﬁnitions and the
lemmata discovered during the exploration of the theory can be used not
only to help with the proof obligations during the exploration, but also
to reduce redundancies inherent in most theory formation systems. We
implemented our ideas in an automated tool, called IsaScheme, which
employs Knuth-Bendix completion and recent automatic inductive proof
tools. We have evaluated our system in a theory of natural numbers and
a theory of lists.
Keywords: Mathematical theory exploration, schemes, theorem prov-
ing, term rewriting, termination.
1 Introduction
Mathematical theory exploration consists of inventing mathematical theorems
from a set of axioms. It also includes the deﬁnition of new concepts. For example,
in the theory of natural numbers we can deﬁne addition using successor, mul-
tiplication using addition, exponentiation using multiplication and so on. Once
we have these new concepts of interest we can start conjecturing their properties
and proving them.
A diversity of theory exploration computer programs have been implemented
[12,5,13] and diﬀerent approaches have been identiﬁed [16]. A recent approach,
scheme-based mathematical theory exploration [2], has been proposed and its
implementation is being undertaken within the Theorema project [3].
In [6], is described a case study of mathematical theory exploration in the the-
ory of natural numbers using the scheme-based approach. However, apart from
this paper there is, to our knowledge, no other case study of scheme-based math-
ematical theory exploration. In the Theorema system, which was used to carry
out the aforementioned case study, the user had to provide the appropriate sub-
stitutions (Theorema cannot perform the possible instantiations automatically).
The authors also pointed out that the implementation of some provers was still
in progress and that the proof obligations were in part ‘pen-and-paper’. From
G. Sidorov et al. (Eds.): MICAI 2010, Part I, LNAI 6437, pp. 348–361, 2010.
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this observation, a natural question arises: whether the instantiation process of
schemes and the proof obligations induced by the conjectures and deﬁnitions can
be mechanized?
The main contribution of this paper is to give a positive answer to the above
question. The scheme-based approach gives a basic facility to instantiate schemes
(or rather higher-order variables inside schemes) with diﬀerent ‘pieces’ of mathe-
matics (terms built on top of constructor and function symbols) already known in
the theory. In section 2 we discuss some motivating examples for the generation
of conjectures and deﬁnitions using schemes. In order to soundly instantiate the
schemes it is necessary to pay attention to the type of objects being instantiated.
In sections 3 and 4 we show how this can be performed rigorously and with total
automation on top of the simply typed lambda calculus of Isabelle/HOL [14].
To facilitate the process of proof construction, Isabelle provides a number of au-
tomatic proof tools. Tools such as the Simplifier [15] or IsaPlanner [8] can help
with the proof obligations for conjectures in the process of theory exploration.
Isabelle also has strong deﬁnitional packages such as the function package [11]
that can prove termination automatically for many of the functions that occur
in practice. Section 5 shows how new deﬁnitions and the lemmata discovered
during the exploration of the theory can be used not only to strengthen the
aforementioned tools, but also to reduce redundancies inherent in most theory
formation systems (section 6). In section 7 we describe our theory exploration
algorithms where the processes of theorem and deﬁnition discovery are linked
together. The evaluation is described in section 8. The related and future work
are discussed in sections 9 and 10 respectively and the conclusions in section 11.
2 Motivating Examples
The central idea of scheme-based mathematical theory exploration is that of a
scheme; i.e. a higher-order formula intended to capture the accumulated experi-
ence of mathematicians for discovering new pieces of mathematics. The invention
process is carried out through the instantiation1 of variables within the scheme.
As an example, let TN be the theory of natural numbers in which we already
have the constant function zero (0), the unary function successor (suc) and the
binary function addition (+) and let s be the following scheme which captures
the idea of a binary function deﬁned recursively in terms of other functions.
⎛
⎝
def -scheme(g,h, i, j) ≡
∃f. ∀x y. ∧
{
f(g, y) = h(y)
f(i(x), y) = j(y, f(x, y))
⎞
⎠ (1)
Here the existentially quantiﬁed variable f stands for the new function to be
deﬁned in terms of the variables g, h, i and j. We can generate the deﬁnition of
1 In Theorema, the instantiation process is limited to function, predicate or constant
symbols already known in the theory. Additionally, IsaScheme can use any well-
formed closed term of the theory including λ-terms such as (λx. x).
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multiplication by allowing the theory TN to instantiate the scheme with σ1 =
{g → 0,h → (λx. 0), i → suc, j → +} (here f → ∗).
0 ∗ y = 0
suc(x) ∗ y = y + (x ∗ y)
which in turn can be used for the invention of the concept of exponentiation
with the substitution σ2 = {g → 0,h → λx. suc(0), i → suc, j → ∗} on scheme 1
(note that the exponent is the ﬁrst argument in this case).
exp(0, y) = suc(0)
exp(suc(x), y) = y ∗ exp(x, y)
Schemes can be used not only for the invention of new mathematical concepts or
deﬁnitions, they also can be used for the invention of new conjectures about those
concepts. The scheme 2 creates conjectures about the left-distributivity property
of two binary operators in a given theory (the variables p and q stand for the
binary operators). Therefore if we are working w.r.t. TN extended with multipli-
cation and exponentiation, we can conjecture the left-distributivity property of
multiplication and addition and also between exponentiation and multiplication
by using the substitutions σ3 = {p → +,q → ∗} and σ4 = {p → ∗,q → exp}
respectively on the scheme (2).
(
left-distributivity(p,q) ≡
∀x y z. q(x,p(y, z)) = p(q(x, y),q(x, z))
)
(2)
The aforementioned substitutions give the conjectures
x ∗ (y + z) = (x ∗ y) + (x ∗ z)
exp(x, y ∗ z) = exp(x, y) ∗ exp(x, z)
It is important to note that schemes could generate invalid deﬁnitions and
false conjectures. For example, consider the substitution σ4 = {g → 0,h →
(λx. 0), i → (λx. x), j → +}2 on scheme 1
f(0, y) = 0
f(x, y) = y + f(x, y)
This instantiation immediately leads to logical inconsistencies by subtracting
f(x, y) from the second equation producing 0 = y. This deﬁnition is invalid
because, contrary to the natural interpretation of i as a constructor symbol,
schemes do not express such conditions on instantiations. Similarly, we can also
obtain false conjectures from a substitution, e.g. σ4 = {p → ∗,q → +} on
scheme 2 instantiates to x + (y ∗ z) = (x + y) ∗ (x + z).
2 Note that all theories considered depend upon the simply typed lambda calculus of
Isabelle/HOL. Therefore, (λx. x) is a perfectly valid mathematical object. In fact, we
can choose to have any (ﬁnite) set of well-formed closed terms as the initial theory
elements for the exploration of the theory (see section 4 for details).
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3 Representation of Schemes
A scheme is a higher-order formula intended to generate new definitions of the
underlying theory and conjectures about them. However, not every higher-order
formula is a scheme. Here, we formally deﬁne schemes.
Definition 1. A scheme s is a (non-recursive) constant definition of a propo-
sition in HOL which we write in the form sn(x) ≡ t.
For the scheme sn(x) ≡ t, x are free variables and t does not contain sn, does
not refer to undeﬁned symbols and does not introduce extra free variables. The
scheme (where dvd means “divides”) prime(p) ≡ 1 < p∧ (dvd(m, p) ⇒ m = 1∨
m = p) is ﬂawed because it introduces the extra free variable m on the right hand
side. The correct version is prime(p) ≡ 1 < p∧(∀m. dvd(m, p) ⇒ m = 1∨m = p)
assuming that all symbols are properly deﬁned.
Definition 2. Given a scheme s := sn(x) ≡ t we say that s is a propositional
scheme. In case t has the form ∃f ∀y ∧mi=1 li = ri then we say that the propo-
sitional scheme s is a definitional scheme, and l1 = r1, . . . , lm = rm are the
defining equations of s.
Examples of valid propositional schemes are listed below.
true ≡ 
comm(p) ≡ (∀x y. p(x, y) = p(y, x))
assoc comm(p) ≡ ∀x y z. p(p(x, y), z) = p(x, p(y, z)) ∧ comm(p)
The following are examples of deﬁnitional schemes.
⎛
⎝
def -scheme(g,h, i, j) ≡
∃f. ∀x y z. ∧
{
f(g, y) = y
f(h(z, x), y) = i(j(z, y), f(x, y))
⎞
⎠ (3)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
mutual-def -scheme(g,h, i, j,k, l) ≡
∃f1 f2. ∀x y.
∧
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
f1(g) = h
f2(g) = i
f1(j(z, x)) = k(z, f2(x))
f2(j(z, x)) = l(z, f1(x))
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(4)
The deﬁnitional scheme (4) captures the idea of two mutual functions deﬁned
recursively. Here the existentially quantiﬁed variables (f in scheme (3) and f1
and f2 in scheme (4)) stand for the new functions to be deﬁned.
4 Generation of Instantiations
In this section we describe the technique used to instantiate schemes automati-
cally. Here we deﬁne some preliminary concepts.
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Definition 3. For a scheme s, the set of schematic substitutions with respect
to a (finite) set of closed terms X ⊂ T (F ,V) is defined by:
Sub(s,X) := {σ | Closed(sσ) ∧ (((v → x) ∈ σ) ⇒ x ∈ X)}
where Closed(t) is true when the term t contains no free variables.
Ensuring that sσ is a closed term avoids overgeneralisations on conjectures or
deﬁnitions, e.g. it is impossible to prove ∀x y z. x ∗ p(y, z) = p(x ∗ y, x ∗ z)
where p is free. Deﬁnition 3 also bounds the possible substitutions such that
free variables in the scheme are mapped to closed terms in X . The problem of
ﬁnding the substitutions Sub(s,X) of a scheme s given a set of terms X can
be solved as follows. The free variables V(s) = {v1, . . . , vn} in the scheme are
associated with their initial domain D0i = {x ∈ X | vi and x can be uniﬁed} for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. The typing information of the partially instantiated scheme is the
only constraint during the instantiation of variables. Each time a variable vi is
instantiated to x ∈ Dki the domains D(k+1)j for i < j ≤ n of the remaining
variables must be updated w.r.t the most general uniﬁer σmgu of vi and x.
Variables are instantiated sequentially and if a partial instantiation leaves no
possible values for a variable then backtracking is performed to the most recently
instantiated variable that still has alternatives available. This process is repeated
using backtracking to exhaust all possible schematic substitutions obtaining a
complete algorithm.
Example 1. Let F be a signature consisting of F := {+:nat→nat→nat, ∗:nat→nat→
nat, @:‘a list→‘a list→‘a list, map:(‘a→‘b)→‘a list→‘b list}. Also let X = {+, ∗,@,map}
and s be the propositional scheme (2) of section 2 (here we assume the most
general type infered for the scheme).
Figure (1) illustrates how Sub(s,X) is evaluated following a sequential in-
stantiation of the free variables of s. It is important to note that the asymptotic
running time of the algorithm is Θ(|X ||V(s)|) and the worst case is when we
obtain |X ||V(s)| valid substitutions.
For a scheme s, the generated schematic substitutions are used to produce in-
stantiations of s; i.e. conjectures or deﬁnitions
Definition 4. Given σ ∈ Sub(s,X), the instantiation of the scheme s :=
u ≡ v with σ is denoted by
inst(u ≡ v, σ) := vσ
Definition 5. For a scheme s, the set of instantiations Insts(s,X) with re-
spect to a (finite) set of closed terms X ⊂ T (F ,V) is denoted by
Insts(s,X) := {inst(s, σ) | σ ∈ Sub(s,X)} (5)
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Fig. 1. Sequential evaluation of Sub(s,X) where s is the propositional scheme (2) and
X = {+::nat→nat→nat, ∗::nat→nat→nat,@::‘a list→‘a list→‘a list,map::(‘a→‘b)→‘alist→‘b list}.
Each box shows the uniﬁed and not-uniﬁed (in bold) variables and their domain during
the evaluation. The output of the algorithm is the set of substitutions {σ1 = {p →
+, q → +}, σ2 = {p → +, q → ∗}, σ3 = {p → ∗, q → +}, σ4 = {p → ∗, q → ∗}, σ5 =
{p → @, q → @}, σ6 = {p → @, q → map}}. Note that a uniﬁed variable potentially
changes the types of the rest of the variables, restricting their domain.
Example 2. The instantiations generated from scheme (2) and the set of terms
X = {+, ∗,@,map} are depicted in the following table.
Sub(s,X) Insts(s,X)
σ1 = {p → +, q → +}
σ2 = {p → +, q → ∗}
σ3 = {p → ∗, q → +}
σ4 = {p → ∗, q → ∗}
σ5 = {p → @, q → @}
σ6 = {p → @, q → map}
∀x y z. x + (y + z) = (x + y) + (x + z)
∀x y z. x ∗ (y + z) = x ∗ y + x ∗ z
∀x y z. x + y ∗ z = (x + y) ∗ (x + z)
∀x y z. x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (x ∗ y) ∗ (x ∗ z)
∀x y z. x@(y@z) = (x@y)@(x@z)
∀x y z. map(x, y@z) = map(x, y)@map(x, z)
5 Identification of Equivalent Instantiations
Processing the instantiations (conjectures and deﬁnitions) of a scheme could be
a demanding task. In the worst case, the number of substitutions σ : V → X
is |X ||V |. However, we can reduce the number of conjectures and deﬁnitions
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by noticing that two diﬀerent substitutions σ1 and σ2 could lead to equivalent
instantiations.
Table 1 shows the set of instantiations Insts(s,X) obtained from the following
deﬁnitional scheme.
⎛
⎝
def -scheme(g,h, i) ≡
∃f. ∀x y. ∧
{
f(g, y) = h(g,g)
f(suc(x), y) = i(y, f(x, y))
⎞
⎠ (6)
In Table 1 inst(s, σN1) and inst(s, σN2) are clearly equivalent3. The key in-
gredient for automatically detecting equivalent instantiations is a term rewrite
system (TRS) R which handles the normalization of the function symbols inside
a term [10].
Table 1. Redundant deﬁnitions generated from the deﬁnitional scheme 6. Note that
the instantiations inst(s, σN1) and inst(s, σN2) are equivalent as 0+0 can be ‘reduced’
(within the theory) to 0. inst(s, σN3) and inst(s, σN4) are similarly equivalent.
Sub(s,X) Insts(s,X)
σN1 =
{
g → 0, h → +
i → +
}
σN2 =
{
g → 0, h → (λx y. x)
i → +
}
σN3 =
{
g → 0, h → +
i → (λx y. x)
}
σN4 =
{
g → 0, h → (λx y. x)
i → (λx y. x)
}
∃f. ∀x y.∧
{
f(0, y) = 0 + 0
f(suc(x), y) = y + f(x, y)
∃f. ∀x y.∧
{
f(0, y) = 0
f(suc(x), y) = y + f(x, y)
∃f. ∀x y.∧
{
f(0, y) = 0 + 0
f(suc(x), y) = y
∃f. ∀x y.∧
{
f(0, y) = 0
f(suc(x), y) = y
However, for this idea to work, the constructed TRS R must have the property
of being terminating. All functions in Isabelle/HOL are terminating to prevent
inconsistencies. Therefore, the deﬁning equations for a newly introduced function
symbol can be used as a normalizing TRS. Furthermore, if we are to include a
new equation e to the rewrite system R during the exploration of the theory
then we must prove termination of the extended rewrite system R ∪ {e}. To
this end, we use the termination checker AProVE [9] along with Knuth-Bendix
completion to obtain a convergent rewrite system, if possible (using a similar
approach to [17]). The following deﬁnition will help with the description of the
algorithm for theory exploration of section 7.
Definition 6. Given a terminating rewrite system R and an instantiation i ∈
Insts(s,X) of the form ∀x. s = t, the normalizing extension ext(R, i) of R
with i is denoted by
3 Note that ‘+’ denotes standard addition of naturals.
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ext(R, i) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
R′ if Knuth-Bendix completion succeeds forR∪ {s = t} with a convergent system R′
R∪ {r} if termination succeeds for R∪ {r}with r ∈ {s = t, t = s}
R otherwise
6 Filtering of Conjectures and Definitions
As suggested by deﬁnition 6, IsaScheme updates the rewrite system R each time
a new equational theorem is found. It is thus useful to consider the notion of
equivalence of instantiations modulo R.
Definition 7. Let u and v be two instantiations and R a terminating rewrite
system. Equivalence of instantiations modulo R is denoted as
u ≈R v := (uˆ =α vˆ)
where uˆ and vˆ are normal forms (w.r.t. R) of u and v respectively and =α is
term equivalence up to variable renaming.
Since the exploration process could generate a substantial number of deﬁnitions
and each of them could potentially produce a multitude of conjectures it becomes
necessary to restrict the search space in some way. We decided to ﬁlter out
all functions whose values are independent of one of their arguments as they
can always be deﬁned with another function using fewer arguments and a λ-
abstraction. For example, instead of generating f1(x, y) = x2 and f2(x, y) = y2
it would be better to just generate f(x) = x2 and construct f1 and f2 on top of
f , e.g. (λx y. f(x)) and (λx y. f(y)).
Definition 8. An argument neglecting function f ∈ F with type τ1 →
. . . → τn → τ0, where τ0 is a base type and n > 0, is a function such that
f(x1, . . . , xk−1, y, xk+1, . . . , xn) = f(x1, . . . , xk−1, z, xk+1, . . . , xn)
for some k where 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
7 Theory Exploration Algorithms
Scheme-based Conjecture Synthesis. The overall procedure for the gen-
eration of theorems is described by the pseudocode of InventTheorems. The
algorithm receives as arguments a set of terms I (conjectures), a terminating
rewrite system R, a set of terms T (theorems), a set of propositional schemes Sp
and a set of closed terms Xp from which schemes are to be instantiated. Note
that initially, I = T = ∅.
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InventTheorems(I,R, T , Sp, Xp)
1 for each i ∈ ⋃s ∈ Sp Insts(s,Xp)
2 iˆ := a normal form of i w.r.t. R
3 if iˆ is not subsumed by T ∪ {True} and
4 there is not a j ∈I such that j ≈R iˆ and
5 cannot find a counter-example of iˆ then
6 if can prove iˆ then
7 T := T ∪ {iˆ}
8 if iˆ is of the form ∀x. s = t then
9 R := ext(R, iˆ)
10 I := I ∪ {iˆ}
11 return <I,N , T>
The algorithm iterates through all instantiations obtained from any scheme
s ∈ Sp and the terms Xp. Line 4 can be implemented eﬃciently using dis-
crimination nets and avoids counterexample checking equivalent instantiations
modulo R. Falsiﬁable instantiations are detected in line 5 to avoid any proof at-
tempt on such conjectures. Isabelle/HOL provides the counter-example checker
quickcheck [1] which is used to refute the false conjectures in the implementation
of IsaScheme. In case the conjecture is not rejected by the inspection in lines
4, 5 or 6 then a proof attempt is performed in line 6. The prover used for the
proof obligations in IsaScheme was the automatic inductive prover IsaPlanner [8]
which implements the rippling heuristic [4].
Scheme-based Definition Synthesis. The generation of deﬁnitions is de-
scribed by the pseudocode of InventDefinitions. The algorithm takes as input
the same arguments received by the InventTheorems method. Additionally, it
also takes a set of function symbols F in the current theory, a set of terms D
(deﬁnitions), a set of deﬁnitional schemes Sd and a set of closed terms Xd from
which deﬁnitional schemes are to be instantiated. Again, initially D = ∅.
The algorithm iterates through all instantiations obtained from any deﬁni-
tional scheme s ∈ Sd and the terms Xd. Each instantiation d is reduced to a
normal form dˆ w.r.t. R in line 2. Since dˆ is generated from a deﬁnitional scheme,
it has the form ∃f1 . . . fn.∀y.e1∧. . . em where f1, . . . , fn are variables standing for
the new functions to be deﬁned and e1, . . . , em are the deﬁning equations of the
functions. In lines 4 and 5, new function symbols f ′1, . . . , f
′
n (w.r.t. the signature
F) are created and a substitution σ is constructed to give a speciﬁc name to each
of the new functions to be deﬁned. This ‘renaming’ of functions is performed with
the deﬁning equations and [e′1, . . . , e
′
m] is obtained in line 6. Line 7 ensures that
deﬁnitions that are equivalent modulo R to earlier generated ones, are ignored.
Well-deﬁnedness properties such as termination or totality of the functions gener-
ated are proved in line 8. We used Isabelle/HOL’s function package [11] for these
proof obligations. Line 9 checks if the new functions created are not argument
neglecting (AN). In practice, it is hard and expensive to prove conjectures of
the form f(x1, . . . , xk−1, y, xk+1, . . . , xn) = f(x1, . . . , xk−1, z, xk+1, . . . , xn) de-
manded by deﬁnition 8; instead, we produce counter-examples of that function
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not being AN for each of its arguments. In case the instantiation dˆ is not rejected
by the inspection in lines 7, 8 or 9 then the context F and the theorems T are
updated with the new function symbols f ′1, . . . , f ′n and the theorems {e′1, . . . , e′m}
respectively (lines 10 and 11). Line 12 updates the rewrite system R with the
newly introduced deﬁning equations e′1, . . . , e
′
m. A call to InventTheorems is
performed in line 13 updating I,N and T . At the end of each iteration the in-
stantiation dˆ is added to the set of processed deﬁnitions D in line 14. Finally,
when all instantiations d ∈ ⋃s∈Sd Insts(s,Xd) have been processed the values
<I,N , T,F , D> are returned.
InventDefinitions(I,R, T , Sp, Xp,F , D, Sd, Xd)
1 for each d ∈ ⋃s ∈ Sd Insts(s,Xd)
2 dˆ := a normal form of d w.r.t. R
3 let ∃f1 . . .fn.∀y. e1∧. . .em = dˆ
4 create function symbols f ′1, . . . , f
′
n such that f
′
i /∈ F
5 σ := {f1 →f ′1, . . . , fn →f ′n}
6 [e′1, . . . , e
′
m] := [σ(e1), . . . , σ(em)]
7 if there is not a j ∈D such that j ≈R dˆ and
8 [e′1, . . . , e
′
m] is well-defined and
9 f ′1, . . . , f
′
n are not argument neglecting then
10 F := F ∪ {f ′1, . . . , f ′n}
11 T := T ∪ {e′1, . . . , e′m}
12 R := R∪ {e′1, . . . , e′m}
13 <I,N , T>:=InventTheorems(I,R, T , Sp, Xp ∪ {f ′1, . . . , f ′n})
14 D := D ∪ {dˆ}
15 return <I,R, T ,F , D>
8 Evaluation
We conducted several case studies in a theory of natural numbers and a the-
ory of lists to evaluate how similar were the results obtained with our method
and implementation to those in the libraries of the Isabelle proof assistant. We
performed a precision/recall analysis with Isabelle’s libraries as reference to eval-
uate the quality of the theorems found by the InventTheorems algorithm and
the following propositional scheme4.
(
prop-scheme(p,q, r, s, t,u) ≡
∀x y z. p(q(x, y), r(x, z)) = s(t(x, z),u(y, z))
)
IsaScheme produces a total of 23 theorems for the theory of naturals with 14
of them included in Isabelle’s libraries. Isabelle contains 33 theorems about ad-
dition, multiplication and exponentiation giving a precision of 60% and a recall
of 42%. The theorems discovered in the theory of natural numbers included,
4 We also used another propositional scheme to handle ternary operators.
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commutativity, associativity, distributivity of multiplication and addition, dis-
tributivity of exponentiation and multiplication, commuted versions of addition
and multiplication, among others. It is important to say that 16 out of the 19
theorems not synthesised were subsumed (after normalization w.r.t. the result-
ing rewrite system R) by more general synthesised ones and the rest fell out of
the scope of the propositional scheme used as they contained 4 variables.
IsaScheme produces a total of 13 theorems for the theory of lists producing
all 9 theorems about append, list reverse, map, right-fold and left-fold included
in Isabelle’s libraries. This gives a precision of 70% and a recall of 100% for
this theory. In the theory of lists, there was a rather high number of unfalsiﬁed
and unproved conjectures (279). The type information for these conjectures was
more complex than Quickcheck could manage. A small random sample of these
conjectures was taken, and in each case, a counterexample was quite easily found
by hand. Table 2 summarises the statistics for the theories analysed.
Table 2. Precision and recall analysis with Isabelle’s theory library as reference. The
constructors are zero, Suc, nil and cons with labels Z, S, N and C respectively. The
functions are addition, multiplication, exponentiation, append, reverse, length,
map, left-fold and right-fold with labels +, *, ˆ, A, R, L, M, FL and FR respectively.
Precision-Recall 65%-50% 63%-100% 100%-100% 80%-100%
Constructors Z, S Z, S, N, C N, C N, C
Functions Symbols +, *, ˆ A, R, L A, R, M A, FL, FR
Elapsed Time (s) 1756 9237 9885 18179
Conjectures Synthesised 78957 175847 204950 13576
Conjectures Filtered 78934 175839 204944 13292
Proved-Not Proved 23-0 8-0 6-0 7-279
The deﬁnitions synthesised by IsaScheme (InventDefinitions algorithm)
with the following deﬁnitional scheme are, among others, addition, multiplica-
tion, exponentiation, append, map, and (tail recursive) reverse.
⎛
⎝
def -scheme(g,h, i, j,k, l) ≡
∃f. ∀x y z. ∧
{
f(g, y) = h(y)
f(i(z, x), y) = j(k(x, y, z), f(x, l(z, y)))
⎞
⎠
For the theory of natural numbers, IsaScheme obtained a precision of 6% and a
recall of 100%. For the theory of lists, IsaScheme obtained a precision of 14% and
a recall of 18%. The low recall for the list theory was caused because the deﬁni-
tional scheme used was only able to synthesise binary functions and not unary or
ternary ones. This could have been addressed easily by considering deﬁnitional
schemes producing unary and ternary functions at the expense of computational
time (see section 4). This however, would have been detrimental for the preci-
sion of the InventDefinitions algorithm. Note that the scheme-based approach
for the generation of deﬁnitions provides a free-form incremental construction
of (potentially inﬁnitely many) recursive functions. Overly general deﬁnitional
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schemes provide a wide range of possible instantiations and thus, deﬁnitions.
In fact, we believe this was the reason of the low precision in the evaluation
of the algorithm for both theories. Strategies to assess the relevance of deﬁni-
tions are required given the big search space during exploration. Nevertheless,
this is left as future work. For space reasons we can not give a presentation of
the theories or the theorems and deﬁnitions found. Formal theory documents
in human-readable Isabelle/Isar notation and all results described in this paper
are available online5. For the evaluation we use a computer cluster where each
theory exploration was run in a GNU/Linux node with 2 dual core CPUs and
4GB of RAM memory. We also use Isabelle/2009-2, IsaPlanner svn version 2614
and AProVE 1.2.
9 Related Work
Other than IsaScheme, Theorema is the only system performing the exploration
of mathematical theories based on schemes [3]. However, the user needs to per-
form all schematic substitutions manually as Theorema does not instantiate the
schemes automatically from a set of terms. The user also needs to conduct the
proof obligations interactively [6]. Another important diﬀerence is that ensuring
the soundness of deﬁnitions is left to the user in Theorema. In IsaScheme, which
uses Isabelle’s LCF-methodology, deﬁnitions are sound by construction [11].
The MATHsAiD program was intended for use of research mathematicians
and was designed to produce interesting theorems from the mathematician’s
point of view [13]. MATHsAiD starts with an axiomatic description of a the-
ory; hypotheses and terms of interest are then generated, forward reasoning is
then applied to produce logical consequences of the hypotheses and then a ﬁl-
tering process is carried out according to a number of interestingness measures.
MATHsAiD has been applied to the naturals, set theory and group theory.
Like IsaScheme, IsaCoSy is a theory exploration system for Isabelle/ IsaPlan-
ner [10]. It generates conjectures in a bottom-up fashion from the signature of an
inductive theory. The synthesis process is accompanied by automatic counter-
example checking and a prove attempt in case no counter-example is found. All
theorems found are then used as constraints for the synthesis process generating
only irreducible terms w.r.t. the discovered theorems. The main diﬀerence be-
tween IsaScheme and IsaCoSy is that IsaCoSy considers all (irreducible) terms as
candidate conjectures where IsaScheme considers only a restricted set (modulo
R) speciﬁed by the schemes. This restricted set of conjectures avoids the need
for a sophisticated constraint language. The main advance made by IsaScheme
is the use of Knuth-Bendix completion and termination checking to orient the
resulting equational theorems to form a rewrite system. The empirical results
show that for the theory of lists, these rewrite systems result in fewer theorems
that prove all of the theorems in the theory produced by IsaCoSy.
HR is a theory exploration system which uses an example driven approach for
theory formation[5]. It uses MACE to build models from examples and also to
5 http://dream.inf.ed.ac.uk/projects/isascheme/
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identify counter-examples. The resolution prover Otter is used for the proof obli-
gations. The process of concept invention is carried out from old concepts starting
with the concepts provided by MACE at the initial stage. These concepts, stored
as data-tables of examples rather than deﬁnitions, are passed through a set of
production rules whose purpose is to manipulate and generate new data-tables,
thus generating new concepts. The conjecture synthesis process is built on top of
concept formation. HR takes the concepts obtained by the production rules and
forms conjectures about them. There are diﬀerent types of conjectures HR can
make, e.g. equivalence conjectures which amounts to ﬁnding two concepts and
stating that their deﬁnitions are equivalent, implication conjectures are state-
ments relating two concepts by stating that the ﬁrst is a specialization of the
second (all examples of the ﬁrst will be examples of the second), etc. HR has
been applied to the naturals, group theory and graph theory.
10 Limitations and Future Work
An important aspect of every theory exploration system is its applicability across
diﬀerent mathematical theories. The scheme-based approach used by IsaScheme,
provides a generic mechanism for the exploration of any mathematical theory
where the symbols (or closed terms built from them) in the theory’s signature
and the variables within the schemes could be uniﬁed. However, this free-form
theory exploration could lead to a substantial number of instantiations that
needs to be processed (see section 4) and it is particularly true with large num-
bers of constructors and function symbols. This is partially mediated with the
lemmata discovered during the exploration of the theory. Nevertheless, this could
be improved by also exploiting the intermediate lemmata needed to ﬁnish the
proofs, e.g. with the lemma calculation critic used in rippling.
Another limitation is that termination (and thus conﬂuence) of rewrite sys-
tems is in general undecidable and requires sophisticated technology to solve
interesting cases. This problem is aggravated with rewrite systems with a large
number of rewrite rules. In this situation, termination checking demanded by
deﬁnition 6 would beneﬁt from modular properties of rewrite systems such as
hierarchical termination[7].
11 Conclusion
We have implemented the proposed scheme-based approach to mathematical
theory exploration in Isabelle/HOL for the generation of conjectures and deﬁ-
nitions. This interpretation is used to describe how the instantiation process of
schemes can be automated. We have also described how we can make productive
use of normalization in two ways: ﬁrst to improve proof automation by main-
taining a terminating and potentially convergent rewrite system and second to
avoid numerous redundancies inherent in most theory exploration systems.
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